Poverty in the United States: Where do we stand now?

Two years ago a special issue of Focus titled "Poverty in the United States: Where Do We Stand?" (5:2, Winter 1981-82) recounted trends in poverty and the growth of income support programs since 1965. In October 1983 the rising number of poor in America prompted the Subcommittee on Oversight and the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unemployment Compensation of the Ways and Means Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives to hold hearings on the reasons for steady increases in poverty rates since 1978. Among the questions they invited witnesses to address were the relative importance of recession, demographic change, budget reductions, and a ten-year decline in the real level of public assistance benefits in causing increased poverty. This issue of Focus summarizes parts of the testimony presented to Congress to assess where we stand now, twenty years after the nation declared its intent to launch a full-scale effort on behalf of the poor.

The problem of poverty

Before one can discuss probable causes and possible cures, it is first necessary to address the basic questions concerning poverty: How much poverty is there? Who are the poor? How poor are they? And how long do they remain in poverty?

How much poverty?

Poverty has been on the increase in recent years. The Bureau of the Census reports that 15 percent of the population were below the poverty line in 1982, compared to 11.7 percent in 1979, which means that the number of poor persons had increased by more than eight million. The official poverty rate was as high in 1982 as it was in 1966. Do as great a percentage of all persons live in poverty now as when the War on Poverty started? Or are the official numbers misleading?

According to David Stockman, Director of the Office of Management and Budget, and others who testified before Congress, the Census Bureau's measurement procedures do not provide a complete picture: "The total exclusion of any value of noncash assistance when measuring the incidence of poverty is a key reason why measured poverty has not declined during the last decade." He states that in-kind means-tested benefits (such as Medicaid, Food Stamps, school lunches, and housing subsidies), which were relatively insignificant in 1959, by 1973 were providing over half of all means-tested assistance, and by 1982 more than 70 out of every 100 dollars of such assistance was noncash.
census numbers have other drawbacks, noted by others who testified, such as Timothy Smeeding, of the University of Utah. The official statistics do not subtract taxes from income, though taxes affect a household's level of consumption. Further, they fail to distinguish between the private economy's antipoverty performance and the government's contribution, both in the form of social insurance and in welfare.

A better understanding of what has been happening to poverty in the United States is provided by Table 1, presented to the Congressional subcommittees by Sheldon Danziger, Director of the Institute for Research on Poverty. This table gives poverty rates over the period 1965-82, comparing the census measure with other measures that adjust for its deficiencies: pretransfer income, prewelfare income, and adjusted income. (For definitions of these terms and others used to define and clarify the complex concept of poverty, see box.) In every year there is a much higher poverty level under the census income measure than under the adjusted income measure. Nonetheless, all four measures reflect the same pattern over the past fifteen years. Poverty declined sharply from 1965 to the early 1970s, remained fairly stable in the mid-1970s, then in 1978 began to climb rapidly. This pattern is depicted in Figure 1. The difference between pretransfer and posttransfer (census) income shows how important are government cash transfers for the well-being of the population. In 1982 one-quarter of the population had incomes below the official poverty threshold on the basis of their market incomes alone. But after the receipt of cash and in-kind transfers, fewer than 10 percent remained poor.

Poverty as measured in relative terms (defined in box; not shown on table or figure) remained 10 to 15 percent above the absolute measures shown in Figure 1. Danziger calculated that pretransfer poverty for all persons, if measured relatively, declined from 21.3 to 19.7 percent between 1965 and 1968, but rose steadily from 1968 until 1982, when it reached 26.5 percent. Relative poverty after receipt of cash transfers declined very slightly from 1965 to 1978—from 15.6 to 15.5 percent—and then rose to 17.8 percent in 1982.

Who are the poor?

Aggregate figures provide only a rough picture of the incidence and extent of poverty. A more detailed examination

![Figure 1. Trends in the Incidence of Poverty among All Persons According to Three Measures of Income](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pretransfer Income</th>
<th>Prewelfare Income</th>
<th>Posttransfer (Census) Income</th>
<th>Adjusted Income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>8.8b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% Change

1965-1978: -5.2 -22.7 -26.9 -49.6
1978-1982: +18.8 +26.2 +31.6 +44.3


Percentage changes for adjusted income data are from 1965-79 and 1979-82.

n.a. = not available
Terms Used in Measuring Poverty

1. Census income. Used to draw the official poverty line, census (or posttransfer) income includes money wages and salaries, net income from self-employment, social security income, public assistance income, and other cash government transfers, property income (interest, rents, dividends, etc.), and private transfers, such as pensions and alimony. It does not subtract taxes paid.

2. Pretransfer income. Also termed market income or pre-government-transfer income, this concept is census income excluding government transfers but including private transfers such as gifts, alimony, child support, and private pensions.

3. Prewelfare income. Prewelfare income is census income minus only cash public assistance programs (means-tested), such as Supplemental Security Income and Aid to Families with Dependent Children. It includes social insurance benefits, such as social security, unemployment insurance, railroad retirement, veteran service-related pensions, and black lung benefits, which are not means tested.

4. Adjusted income. Census income augmented by the value of such in-kind transfers as Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, and public housing, subtracting federal income and payroll taxes, and taking into account underreporting of income. Alternate measures for estimating the value of in-kind income (reported in Focus 6:1) include "market value"—what the benefit would cost if purchased in the market; "recipient value"—how much cash the recipient would be willing to pay for the benefit; and "poverty budget share"—the proportion of their income that those at the poverty line typically spent on the good in 1960-61, when in-kind benefits were minimal.

5. Absolute poverty threshold (line). The official census income level below which households are classified as poor. Based on the assumption that the poor spend approximately a third of their incomes for food, the poverty line originally consisted of three times what the Department of Agriculture in 1955 ascertained to be the minimum food consumption requirement for a family of four. Adjustments are made for different-sized families, and the poverty line is adjusted each year for inflation, as measured by the percentage change in the Consumer Price Index. In 1982 the official poverty line ranged from $4901 for a single person, to $9862 for a family of four, to $19,698 for a family of nine or more.

6. Relative poverty threshold. This poverty threshold varies directly with changes in the national median income, adjusted for family size. Those whose incomes are below 44 percent of the median are classified as poor. This figure was chosen so that the count of absolute and relative poor persons for 1965 was equal. It incorporates the same adjustments for family size that are included in the official measure. In 1982 the relative poverty line was about 14 percent higher than the absolute line, or $11,200 for a family of four.

7. Poverty deficit or gap. The amount of income required to bring every poor person up to the poverty threshold.

8. Benefit reduction rate. The rate at which means-tested benefits are cut back as earned income increases (i.e., the tax rate on benefits).

reveals that some demographic groups are much more likely to be poor than others. The House Ways and Means Committee's staff report, Background Material on Poverty, noted: "A person's age, race, sex, family status, and family size are all related to the likelihood of being poor. In 1982, children, blacks, people of Spanish origin, and women were more likely to be poor than the population in general; whites, males, the aged and persons living in married couple families were less likely to be poor." Table 2 divides the poverty population according to household type, age, and geographic location, and compares the numbers of poor in these groups and their poverty rate in 1982 and 1979 (using the census money income measure).

Women heading households. As Stockman pointed out, the large growth over the past twenty years in the number of people in female-headed families who are poor does not result from an increase in their incidence of poverty, but from sheer increase in their number. About one out of every five children in this country is now living apart from one parent, and because of increasing divorce rates, separations, and out-of-wedlock births, it is estimated that nearly one of two children born today will spend part of his or her first 18 years in a family headed by a single mother.4

Rudolph Penner, Director of the Congressional Budget Office, stated in his testimony that the number of persons in
families headed by a woman with no husband present has increased more than 15 percent since 1978, compared to a 6 percent growth in the overall population. One of the immediate and alarming effects in the growth of this group is the large increase in poverty among all children, which increased from 16.0 percent in 1979 to 21.3 percent in 1982 (see Table 2).  

If single-parent families are growing fast, black single-parent families are growing even faster. And if poverty is prevalent among the white single-parent households, it is much more so among blacks. The number of poor black families headed by women doubled between 1969 and 1982. These families accounted for 71 percent of all poor black families in 1982, compared with 54 percent in 1969. In 1982 the poverty rate was 35.6 percent for all black persons and 57.4 percent for those living in female-headed families.

The major cash welfare program directed at single parents and their children is Aid to Families with Dependent Children. It was created by the 1935 Social Security Act, and conceived of as a small program to aid widows not covered by social security. Though it has been amended and broadened over the years, it has—in comparison with the rest of our social welfare system—remained small. AFDC in fiscal year 1981 accounted for only 17 percent of total welfare expenditures and only 4 percent of total expenditures on income support. The percentage cut in the AFDC budget in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1981 was larger than that for most other transfer programs. The Reagan administration introduced a gross income limit of 150 percent of each state's standard of need, raised the marginal benefit reduction rate on a recipient's earnings from 67 percent to 100 percent after four months of earnings, set maximum allowable deductions for work and child care expenditures, computed the third of their earned income that AFDC working recipients were allowed to keep (for four months) on the basis of their income after deductions rather than before, lowered the ceiling on assets, and counted stepparent income when calculating the benefit.

Robert J. Rubin of the Department of Health and Human Services stated in his testimony that these changes have reduced welfare rolls. “In all, 408,000 families lost eligibility [for all] benefits and 299,000 lost [some] benefits as a result of the OBRA changes. The changes saved the federal and state governments about $1.1 billion in 1983.” And Stockman wrote:

The dire predictions of those who opposed the gross income cap and limiting of work disregards in AFDC... did not come true. Contrary to assertions that wage-earning recipients would quit their jobs to stay on welfare, the number of recipients who quit work or lost jobs and returned to welfare was the same both before and after the 1981 Reconciliation Act—18 percent.

But although the AFDC recipients whose benefits were reduced or terminated did not, by and large, quit work and return to welfare, they did experience significant losses in total income. Preliminary findings of studies being carried out jointly by the Institute for Research on Poverty and the Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services suggest that less than 10 percent of the AFDC recipients in Wisconsin who were working when OBRA terminated or reduced their benefits quit a job and were back on welfare a year after the cuts went into effect. And for all the women

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Below Poverty Level</th>
<th>Percentage Difference</th>
<th>Poverty Rate</th>
<th>Percentage Point Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All persons</td>
<td>34,398</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In families</td>
<td>27,349</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related children under 18 years</td>
<td>13,139</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In families with female householder, no husband present</td>
<td>11,701</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>34.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In all other families</td>
<td>15,649</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>10,563</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrelated individuals</td>
<td>6,458</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>5,743</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 65 years</td>
<td>30,647</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>22,390</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65 years and over</td>
<td>3,751</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>3,682</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In metropolitan areas</td>
<td>21,247</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>16,134</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In central cities</td>
<td>12,696</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>9,720</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outside central cities</td>
<td>8,551</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>6,415</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In nonmetropolitan areas</td>
<td>13,152</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>9,937</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Selected Characteristics of Persons below the Poverty Level: 1982 and 1979
(Numbers in thousands)

affected, income from earnings, AFDC, and food stamps decreased by 17 percent over this period. The OBRA changes may, however, have decreased the incentive to begin work for those women on AFDC who were not working when OBRA was implemented. A research project to address this question is just getting under way at the Institute.

Two-parent households and unrelated individuals: the working poor. Timothy Smeeding, in his testimony before the committee, stated that “the major increases in poverty experienced during the past four years have been among persons, adults but especially children, living in traditional husband-wife families.” In 1979 families headed by married couples made up 34.4 percent of the poor. Today they make up 40 percent, and 60 percent of the increase in poor families last year was made up of husband-wife families.13

This is the working population, and their mainstay during recessions is Unemployment Insurance (UI). But since 1979 there has been a large drop in the fraction of the unemployed receiving UI.

Gary Burtless of the Brookings Institution, in his testimony, stated that in fiscal year 1976 about three-quarters of the unemployed were covered by UI, but in fiscal 1982, only 42 percent were covered. Relative to the number of newly unemployed workers, there have been between 16 and 18 percent fewer initial UI claimants in the past two years. Burtless attributes this relative drop in applications to a number of changes that have been made both at the state level and at the federal level since the 1974–75 recession.14 Because additional benefits (such as Extended Benefits—an extra 13 weeks of coverage) are made available only when the count of those on UI reaches a certain level, the reduced number of initial claimants started a chain reaction that cut back benefits at every stage of the recession. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, the August 1983 outlay for UI was an estimated $15 billion, or 34 percent lower than would have been the case if the system had compensated the unemployed in proportion to the levels paid in 1976.15

Though UI is not primarily an antipoverty program, Burtless demonstrated that it has been reasonably effective in aiding some of those who would be poor in the absence of the program, particularly husband and wife families. But the changes in UI have reduced its antipoverty effectiveness. “In 1975 about 34 percent of one-earner husband-wife families with pre-UI incomes below the poverty line were raised above poverty by their UI payments. In 1982 only 20 percent of these families were raised above poverty by UI payments. The relative drop in effectiveness was even larger for families suffering 26 or more weeks of unemployment.”16

Using data from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), Burtless found that among nonaged, poor, male-headed families, the fraction of unemployed breadwinners receiving any UI benefits at all dropped from 51 to 29 percent between 1975 and 1981, and among those receiving UI benefits, a smaller fraction below the poverty line were brought above the line by their benefits—49 percent in 1975 vs. 37 percent in 1981.17

The working poor also pay taxes. And, according to Smeeding as well as data contained in the Background Material on Poverty, taxation in recent years has begun to adversely affect the poor. The earned-income tax credit (EITC) was enacted by Congress in 1975 to alleviate the tax burden on low-income families who had children and who supported themselves primarily by earnings. At that time, payroll taxes were lower and a family of four did not have to start paying federal income taxes until its income was 22 percent above the poverty line. In subsequent years the distance between the poverty threshold and the tax threshold narrowed considerably: inflation drove up the poverty line, but tax adjustments to offset the effects of inflation did not keep pace. Nor did the EITC. Originally set at $400, its maximum amount was raised to $500 in 1979 and has not changed since then.

According to Smeeding, in 1982 a family of four with earnings at the poverty level would have to pay $946 in federal income and payroll taxes, despite the EITC. The same family would on average qualify for food stamps in the amount of $900. The net effect of food stamps and taxation would therefore have been to reduce a poverty-level income by an additional $46. These taxes equaled 9.6 percent of income in 1982 and are projected to rise to 9.8 in 1983, and to 10.1 in 1984.18 Thus while the general population has had tax cuts, the working poor have had increases.19
The one government welfare program for which all of those with low income and assets are eligible is Food Stamps. OBRA has restricted benefits and reduced eligibility for this program in a number of ways. The first month's payments have been prorated, indexation has been slowed, and a gross income limit equal to 130 percent of the poverty line has been established for all households except those containing an elderly or disabled person. A slightly larger benefit reduction rate on earnings has been imposed. New rules have tightened restrictions on boarders, aliens, and college students, and strikers have been eliminated from the rolls altogether. 20

The aged. The aged are the success story of the period following the War on Poverty. As can be seen from Table 2, at a time when the poverty rate was rising for all other groups, the economic status of the aged continued to improve. Over 43 percent of this group have pretransfer incomes below the poverty line, but after money transfers their poverty rate falls to 14.6 percent, slightly less than the rate for all persons. If their assets and in-kind transfers (such as Medicare and food stamps) and favorable tax laws are taken into account, their economic status relative to the nonelderly increases even more (see Focus 6:2). Because social security and Supplemental Security Income are indexed to consumer prices, these major sources of income are not eroded by inflation, and because most of the aged are not in the work force, they are less vulnerable to the ups and downs of the business cycle. Dependent on government transfers, they can have their incomes reduced through legislative acts. However, the fact that they are a potent political force makes it unlikely that any retrenchment will adversely affect current retirees.

Though the Reagan administration sought to reduce government spending on social welfare programs, and was particularly concerned over the short-term deficits in OASDI, the 1983 amendments to the Social Security Act made only
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Table 3

Poverty Deficit in Current Dollars before and after Cash Transfers, Selected Years, 1967-82

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Pretransfer Poverty Deficit (1)</th>
<th>Cash Transfers Received by Pretransfer Poor Households (2)</th>
<th>Posttransfer Poverty Deficit (3)</th>
<th>Percentage Reduction in Poverty Deficit Due to Cash Transfers (4)</th>
<th>Posttransfer Poverty Deficit as a Percentage of GNP (5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$22.6</td>
<td>$17.5</td>
<td>$10.0</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>1.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>66.4</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td>109.0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>118.1</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% Increase in Current Dollars

1979/1967 211.9 357.1 139.0 — —
1982/1979 63.0 47.6 89.5 — —


*Billions of current dollars.

Between 1967 and 1979, the Consumer Price Index increased by 117 percent.

Between 1979 and 1982, the Consumer Price Index increased by 33 percent.

small changes in the economic status of the aged. The changes eliminated inequities in coverage, provided for a gradual rise in the retirement age, made half of social security subject to income tax in the case of high-income beneficiaries, and delayed the annual cost-of-living adjustment from July to January.

Of the 3.8 million aged poor in 1982, blacks and women were disproportionately represented. The poverty rate among elderly blacks was 38.2 percent, compared to 12.4 percent for elderly whites. Whites who lived alone had a poverty rate of 23.5, whereas blacks who lived alone had a rate of 61.6 percent. Women, who accounted for 59.1 percent of the noninstitutionalized aged population, accounted for 70.9 percent of the aged poor.

Race and ethnic background. Although two-thirds of the poor in 1982 were white, other races were disproportionately represented. Blacks, for example, made up 22.9 percent of the poor, though they are only 11.9 percent of the total population. People of Spanish origin accounted for 12.5 percent of the poor, though they are only 6 percent of the population. Put another way, only 12 percent of all whites, but 35.6 percent of all blacks and 29.9 percent of all Hispanics were poor (see Figure 2). Race is not only related to poverty at a given time, it is also related to level of poverty and length of time in poverty.

How poor are the poor?

"The proportion of poor persons with incomes at 75 percent or less of the poverty lines increased from 61 percent in 1978 to 68 percent in 1982." Since 1978, in terms of census income alone, it would appear that the poor are losing ground. Just how poor were the households with incomes below the poverty line? This question can be answered in part by examining what has happened to the poverty deficit (defined in the box). Table 3 illustrates that cash transfers between 1967 and 1979 were increasingly successful in reducing the poverty deficit. They reduced the deficit by 55.5 percent in 1967 and 66.0 percent in 1979. After 1979, however, the pretransfer deficit grew faster than did cash transfers, so the posttransfer deficit grew even faster. This deficit, in current dollars, grew from $23.9 billion to $45.3 billion between 1979 and 1982 (or from $31.8 to $45.3 billion in constant 1982 dollars). The 1982 pretransfer poverty deficit of $114.9 billion means that the income of the typical poor household before transfers is about $4540..."
below the poverty line; the posttransfer deficit of $45.3 billion means that those households remaining poor after receiving cash transfers were about $3200 below the poverty line. Table 3 also demonstrates that the antipoverty impact of cash transfers (discussed in more detail below) has been decreasing in recent years—only about 60 percent of the gap was reduced by transfers in 1982.

Also shown in the table is the continued growth of cash transfers to the poor. In 1982 the poor received $118.1 billion in cash transfers—more than enough, in theory, to wipe out the poverty deficit. However, this could be achieved only by an income-tested program which reached all of the poor and provided each pretransfer poor household only the amount of its poverty deficit. Such a program would be impossible to administer and would have great work disincentives. Most of the antipoverty impact of existing transfers is due to social insurance programs—chiefly social security—which raise the incomes of many of the pretransfer poor who receive them far above the poverty line. These social insurance transfers remove more persons from poverty than do cash public assistance transfers, because a greater number of the pretransfer poor receive them and because the average social insurance benefit is higher.

How long are they poor?

An earlier article in Focus on the dynamics of poverty (5:1, Summer 1981) outlined changing views in the 1960s and 1970s concerning the permanent versus the transitory nature of poverty. In the 1960s many analysts perceived the poor as a separate population, imbued with its own culture, socially immobile, isolated from the rest of society. In the 1970s others began to point to large flows of people into and out of poverty, creating a churning effect around the threshold. The availability of longitudinal data has now made it possible to track the actual course in time of individuals who become poor.

Harvard researchers Mary Jo Bane and David Ellwood, using a ten-year segment of the Michigan PSID, found, as Stockman put it in his testimony, that “the same poor people are not always with us—even though the same numbers seem to be.” The main findings of the study, which Stockman described, are that many of those who become poor experience short periods of poverty lasting one to two years, but that a small number remain poor for a very long time and, because of their continuing presence, form the dominant part of the poverty population at any one time. These long-term poor eventually consume a large portion of welfare expenditures. They constitute the group termed by some the underclass—the hard core, those most difficult to reach.

Another recent study utilized the Michigan PSID to address the issue of whether poverty persists across generations. To find out whether motivational deficits among poor parents depressed the levels of their children's economic attainment, a research team headed by Martha Hill at the University of Michigan followed the history of family members who left home and established their own households. The research results showed considerable economic upward mobility across generations of poor families: “Most of today's poor children are not tomorrow's poor adults.”

These analyses of the dynamics of poverty indicate that the best evidence we now have gives us both good and bad news. Many poor people remain so for only a short time, but those who do not soon escape poverty are likely to stay poor for many years. More optimistic is the finding that poverty is not necessarily transmitted from one generation to the next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Antipoverty Effectiveness of Major Income Transfers, Selected Years, 1965–82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Cash Social Insurance Transfers</th>
<th>Cash Public Assistance Transfers</th>
<th>In-Kind Transfers</th>
<th>All Transfers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>71.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>25.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>63.3&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


<sup>a</sup>Cash social insurance transfers include social security, railroad retirement, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, government employee pensions, and veterans' pensions and compensation.
<sup>b</sup>Cash public assistance transfers include AFDC, SSI (OAA, APTD, and AB in 1965), and general assistance.
<sup>c</sup>In-kind transfers include Medicare, Medicaid, Food Stamps, and, for 1976, school lunch and public housing; this figure also adjusts for direct taxes and the underreporting of cash transfers.
<sup>d</sup>Based on estimate for adjusted income poverty 1982.

n.a. = not available

Causes and cures

Among those presenting testimony before the subcommittees, none disputed the actual numbers of poor people under the various measures, but there was some disagreement over the long-term causes and cures underlying those numbers. Argument continues over whether the state of the economy or government transfers has the greater effect on poverty in the United States. Some stressed economic growth as the primary factor in reducing poverty, but Institute researchers found the picture more complex. Sheldon Danziger described the varying antipoverty effectiveness of transfers over past years, and Institute affiliate Peter Gott-
schalk, of Bowdoin College, summarized research intended to disentangle the effects of economic change, income transfers, and long-range changes in income inequality.

**Income transfers and poverty: Trends over time**

One way to gauge the effect of social programs is to estimate how many people they move out of poverty. Table 4, which Danziger presented in his testimony, arrays those figures over a seventeen-year period, separating transfers into social insurance, public assistance, and in-kind transfers including adjustment for taxation and underreporting of income.

As seen in the table, cash social insurance benefits remove the greatest percentage of the pretransfer poor from poverty, and cash public assistance the smallest in each year. Social insurance had an increasing effect in reducing poverty from 1965 until 1976, then steadily diminished in importance after 1978. Public assistance followed a different trajectory: its effectiveness rose till 1976, declined till 1978, rose to its highest point in 1980, and within two years after that had dropped to a point almost as low as in 1965. In-kind transfers had a growing effect from 1965 to 1976, then dropped off.

The principal conclusion to be drawn is that transfer effectiveness rose in the period 1965 to 1976 and declined steadily from that point on. Does that rise and decline account for the concomitant decline and rise in poverty, or was it economic growth and then economic recession that caused the change in poverty rates?

**Economic change, transfers, and poverty**

To pursue the question of how transfer effectiveness compares with the power of market income in determining poverty rates, Gottschalk and Danziger in a joint paper compared three sets of figures: (1) economic activity, shown by year-to-year changes in real (adjusted for inflation) gross national product and by yearly unemployment rates; (2) transfer efforts, shown by changes in cash as well as in-kind transfers; and (3) the poverty rates over time. Table 5 displays these figures over selected years since 1950.

Using the evidence in Table 5, Gottschalk and Danziger conclude that the data are consistent with the following simple story: The period of sharp reductions in poverty in the 1960s resulted from a combination of economic growth, declining unemployment, and large increases in transfers. The stable poverty rates of the 1970s resulted from offsetting factors: growth slowed and unemployment rose, but so did both cash and in-kind transfers. After 1979, declining economic growth, rising unemployment, and lower real transfer levels all contributed to greater poverty.

### Table 5

**Time Series on Macroeconomic Conditions, Income Transfers and Poverty, Selected Years 1950-82**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Real GNP per Household (1972 dollars)</th>
<th>Unemployment Rate</th>
<th>Real Cash Transfers per Household (1972 dollars)</th>
<th>Real In-Kind Transfers per Household (1972 dollars)</th>
<th>Official Incidence of Poverty</th>
<th>Incidence of Poverty Adjusted for In-Kind Transfers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
<td>$10,880</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>$365</td>
<td>$29</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>15,350</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>816</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>12.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
<td>16,390</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>16,080</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1,010</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
<td>16,710</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1,225</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>16,720</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>1,263</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>16,630</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>1,513</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>17,440</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1,488</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>17,580</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1,419</td>
<td>472</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>16,850</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1,414</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>17,020</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1,458</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>16,160</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>1,475</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**Note:** Cash transfers include social insurance (non-income-tested: old age, disability, survivors', railroad retirement, unemployment insurance, workers' compensation, government employee pensions, veterans' pensions and compensation) and cash public assistance (income-tested: AFDC, SSI, and general assistance). In-kind transfers include cash equivalent values of Medicare, Medicaid, food stamps, public housing; figure also adjusted for direct taxes and underreporting of cash transfers.

---

*a Transfers are divided by all households, not by recipient households.

*b All persons. For families, the poverty incidence was 12.2% in 1982, 11.2% in 1981.

*c This series also adjusts census incomes for simulated values of taxes and income underreporting.

n.a. = not available.
To further explore the relative effects of these factors, Gottschalk in his testimony described analyses separating out three elements: changes in mean market income, which reflect the state of the economy, changes in mean cash transfer income, and a residual category that captures changes in the shape of the income distribution. This third category is important because fluctuations in poverty rates result from changes in the distribution of income. For example, if the real incomes of all households rise proportionately during good times, a smaller proportion of households will fall below the fixed poverty line. If, however, economic expansion does not raise the incomes of all households equally, the shape of the income distribution changes. And, if the incomes of those households at the bottom of the distribution grow slower than the average, poverty may rise despite an increase in average incomes. Table 6 decomposes the change in poverty rates over two time periods, the earlier one marked by declining, the more recent by rising, poverty rates.

Between 1967 and 1969, poverty went down by 2.6 percentage points. Both cash transfers and market income were important — transfers somewhat more so — in achieving that result. Yet over the same years growing inequality was large enough to take away half of the effect of rising mean incomes. Between 1979 and 1982, poverty rose by 3.3 percentage points. This was partly a result of depressed mean market income, which increased poverty by 0.8 percent. Far more important was the change in the shape of the income distribution: because incomes declined more sharply among those in the lower income ranges, poverty rose 2.9 percent. In other words, if all households had experienced equal decreases in market income and equal increases in transfers, poverty from 1979 to 1982 would have risen only about 0.4 percentage points, not 3.3 points.

Because of the different experience among demographic groups that has been documented above, Gottschalk and Danziger separated out the relative effects for households headed by young men, older men of working age, and the elderly. Table 6 illustrates again the dramatic decline in poverty among the aged, and shows that growth in mean transfers was almost solely responsible for that decline. Among the other groups, growth in market income was more important than transfers in reducing poverty until 1979, but even in that earlier period the gains from both sources were diminished by greater income inequality. In the more recent period, market incomes again played a greater role, but in the opposite direction: despite the poverty-reducing effects of transfers, the recession drove poverty rates up, as did a continued increase in income inequality.

These figures demonstrate the power of earned or market income in raising or lowering poverty rates among those of working age who are not insulated, as are the elderly, from economic ups and downs. David Stockman underlined this point when he described "the critical importance of swings in the business cycle to non-elderly poverty" and concluded that "variations in poverty over the business cycle are ample evidence that the poor and near-poor benefit considerably from economic growth." The evidence presented by Gottschalk and Danziger confirms this conclusion but points to the importance of recent increases in inequality in offsetting the gains to economic growth.

To estimate the magnitude of the poverty reduction which will accompany the economic recovery, Gottschalk and Danziger used projections based on (1) the economic recovery predicted in July 1983 by the Office of Management and Budget, and (2) proposed expenditures on the major transfer programs in the federal budget for fiscal year 1984. They estimated that even if the economy improved as forecast, the poverty rate would drop only from 15 percent in 1982 to 14.6 percent in 1983, and would remain at that level through 1984. This small drop in poverty is largely a result of the predicted slow decline in unemployment rates. (It is worth noting that unemployment rates in recent months have been falling somewhat faster than the July 1983 official predictions.) "It would take," concluded Gottschalk, "either a stronger than officially predicted recovery or an unexpected increase in income transfers to bring poverty as officially measured back to the 11-12 percent range of the late 1970s."
Directions for the future

There is thus general agreement that declines in unemployment combined with economic growth will reduce poverty for those attached to the work force—in the short run. There is less agreement about the ability of growth to counter the secular increase in inequality.

Most students of poverty do agree that a robust economy will have the least effect on those, such as single parents with small children, whose commitment to the work force is tenuous, those who are disabled, and those who are disadvantaged by lack of training, race, or ethnic background. For these people, welfare or public employment and training programs of some sort or another seem to offer the only possibility of escape from poverty.

CBO options

In response to the request by the subcommittees that the Congressional Budget Office identify and analyze options for increased welfare expenditures that would reduce the poverty rate and/or the poverty gap, Rudolph Penner, CBO Director, began by pointing out that any increase in outlays related to welfare programs must, of course, be financed by cutting nonwelfare programs, or by raising taxes, or by increasing an already large deficit. He also noted that changes in welfare programs have a number of different goals, some of them in conflict with one another. The goals he listed were targeting benefits toward those most in need; treating persons with similar incomes alike; encouraging families to remain together; maintaining incentives so that program recipients who can work do so; simplifying the system and reducing administrative costs; and keeping costs as low as possible.

After making these qualifying remarks, Penner set forth the following options for changes in welfare programs, the particular advantages and drawbacks of which have been the subject of much debate.

1. Establish a national minimum AFDC benefit level. AFDC now varies from state to state. The maximum guarantee in Mississippi for a family of three is $96 a month. The same family in Vermont would get $530. A national minimum would target much of the increase in benefits on single-parent families in states where payments are quite low, resulting in more equal treatment across states for these families. If costs were shared by states and the federal government, however, poor states might have difficulty in funding the program. To bring AFDC plus food stamp benefits up to three-fourths of the poverty line, federal expenditures would have to rise by $1.2-1.6 billion in 1984 and state costs by $1.0-1.5 billion.

2. Require state participation in the Unemployed Parent program under AFDC. This program would make AFDC available to intact families in the 31 states that do not now have an AFDC-UP program. It would provide equity between one-parent and two-parent families and eliminate the incentive for men to leave home. It would cost between $.5 and $.7 billion, three-fifths of which would be paid by the federal government.

3. Expand Food Stamp benefits. This program now provides benefits to all the poor, including the working poor and childless individuals who are not eligible to participate in other programs. Because it is a federal program already in place, raising the size of the benefits would be administratively simple. An increased federal expenditure of $.9-1 billion would raise total benefits by 8 percent. If Food Stamps were transformed into a cash program, counterfeiting and black market activities would be eliminated, but there would be no guarantee that recipients would use the money for food.

4. Expand Medicaid eligibility to all poor families with children. If eligibility for Medicaid were expanded to include all poor families with children, it would cost the federal government about $6 billion and the states about $5 billion in 1985, assuming the present cost-sharing arrangements stay the same. Such an expansion would provide access to medical care for all poor children and reduce work disincentives for AFDC families by allowing them to retain Medicaid benefits when no longer eligible for AFDC benefits.

5. Expand the dependent care tax credit for low-income families. This program provides a nonrefundable tax credit of 30 percent (up to $720) of dependent care expenses for families earning less than $10,000. Increasing the credit and making it refundable would encourage work by reducing some of the tax burden on poor working families who have dependent care expenses. Even an increased credit would provide limited aid to the very poor, who would be unable to pay for care for their dependents in the first place. A refundable credit to cover up to 60 percent of expenses is estimated to cost between $1.5 and $2 billion in reduced revenues in 1984.

6. Change the earned-income tax credit. As mentioned earlier, the EITC has not kept up with inflation. Either the amount of the credit could be raised or the credit could be expanded to cover childless couples and unrelated individuals. The expansion would cause a revenue loss of about $600 million. Penner suggests that a tax rate lower than 12.5 percent could be used during the phase-out stage in order to lessen work disincentives.
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7. Expand child support enforcement. Because the poverty of single-parent families is directly related to lack of child support from the noncustodial parents, mandatory withholding of child support payments from wages would reduce poverty. Withholding would save the federal government between $25 million and $50 million a year in AFDC benefits but would not increase the well-being of women on AFDC because the payments would be used to offset AFDC benefits. Increased incentive payments to states would encourage them to collect child support payments and to establish clearinghouses through which child support payments would pass.

8. Moderate the asset test required under SSI. Although the income limits for SSI and AFDC are indexed to the growth of the CPI, the SSI asset test of $1,500 for an individual and $2,250 for a couple has not changed. Raising the asset limit would raise participation rates for SSI among the elderly and disabled. Raising the asset limit of SSI by 50 percent would probably cost less than $500 million, but the resulting impact on the degree of SSI participation cannot be predicted.

It should be pointed out that these proposals by no means exhaust the possibilities for change. Many different prescriptions have been recommended by students of poverty policy. Some advocate incremental changes in programs now in place. Others propose more sweeping reforms such as a Credit Income Tax.

Conclusion

Robert Rubin summed up the Reagan administration's goals as follows:

Our policy for reducing poverty is two-fold. First, we believe that a sound and growing economy is the essential element to reducing poverty and improving the economic well-being of all Americans. A strong economy will produce jobs that provide income to those capable of working. Employment not only provides immediate income but ensures the long-run potential for improving a family's standard of living. Second, for those who are unable to provide for themselves, the federal and state governments must maintain public assistance programs that assure that every American can maintain a decent standard of living.

Doubts were expressed over whether the administration's programs could carry out these goals and bring poverty rates back down to the levels of the late 1970s. And questions were raised about the fairness of the administration's budget cuts.

Jack Meyer of the American Enterprise Institute pointed out that while the 1982 and 1983 budgets made significant cuts in programs for the poor, such as Food Stamps, AFDC, and Medicaid, there were much smaller cuts in social security and Medicare, though these programs account for fourths of federal social spending. He further pointed to the trend, implicit in the budget cuts, which reduces aid to the working poor while maintaining it for the dependent poor: the elimination of the $30-and-a-third provision for employed AFDC beneficiaries after four months, the cutback in food stamps, and the loss of health insurance by the unemployed. He argued that "the administration contends that it would be a waste of society's scarce public dollars to give 'permanent' help to the working low-income households. Yet, it has made little effort to withdraw the wide array of special tax breaks and other equally permanent subsidies flowing to middle and upper-income households." As an example, Meyer pointed to the open-ended tax deduction for employer-provided health insurance.

Poverty has proved more difficult to eliminate than was envisioned when the War on Poverty was declared, twenty years ago. There is more of it in bad economic times than in good, more when less is done to alleviate it, more for some types of people than for others. No cheap and easy solutions have been proposed. Yet the concern of members of Congress and the growing body of research and experimental results are encouraging — there is a range of alternative policies which, though expensive, offer the promise for further reducing poverty.
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